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 	 	 		  For 15+ years, The HOUSE Team has helped clients find the best home loan at competitive interest rates. Helping our clients understand the mortgage process and making sure the process is smooth and surprise free is our top priority.  
    Having an experienced Arizona home loan team helping you through the home loan process is important. The HOUSE Team is here to do just that. 
     Why the HOUSE Team for Your Arizona Home Loan? 
    	 Great mortgage rates, fees and no surprises at closing.
	 Available 7 days a week.
	 Accurate & complete home loan pre-qualifications within 24 hours**.
	 On time home loan closings*.
	 Keep clients updated and educated throughout the home loan process. 

     Meet the HOUSE Team 
      [image: ]    Jeremy House
NMLS #184066
AZ BK license #0907334
Branch Mgr./Sr. Loan Officer 
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    CONTACT THE HOUSE TEAM
  JEREMY HOUSE NMLS #184066
  PETE MARTHALER NMLS #1015162
  2212 E. Williamsfield Rd., Ste 220
Gilbert, AZ 85295
  team@jeremyhouse.comcreate new email
  
  CALL 602.435.2149
  
  OR FILL OUT OUR CONTACT FORM:
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                        They are supper fast and willing to work over time on our tight schedule. They are very respectful,...  No junk mail were received after closing. I am supper...read more
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                        This is our second time refinancing a property with the HOUSE Team and they've been awesome the...  entire time, both times.  Pete has assisted us both times...read more
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                        Pete and the House Team were great to work with from start to finish.  I originally contacted them...  for information around renovation loan financing and Pete...read more
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                        I found The House Team from a google search and liked the positive reviews.  My purpose in calling...  was to potentially move a refinance with a current lender...read more
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                        We just closed on our 3rd home with Pete and the rest of the Prime Lending Team. They are by far...  the best at what they do and make the process so smooth!...read more
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                        Bought my first house with them and they also helped me to refinance.  The whole process was very...  smooth, easy and fast.  Great communication with Jeremy,...read more
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                        Working with The House Team is by far the best experience I've had with a lender. Start to finish,...  we were funded very quickly. They have a user friendly...read more
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                        Pete Marthaler and his team did a cashout refi over a year ago for us. The process was smooth and...  seamless. His team communicated every step of the way. We...read more
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                        Thank you Jeremy and all the House Team for getting our refinancing done so quickly and for making...  it so easy on our end.  You guys are the BEST!!read more
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                        Jeremy and his team were amazing! We refinanced our home with ease they were prompt patient and...  courteous. They exceeded our expectations again (this is the...read more
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                        I am comfortable giving 5 stars to this company. Not only did they do a great job in getting my new...  home funded, they did it 3 more times as I continued to...read more
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                        Look no further if you are looking to refinance or purchase. We are first time homebuyer and Pete...  made the entire process a breeze. I can't believe we are...read more
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                        Starting off with: We are 1st time homeowners. Pete and the team had our trust from the first phone...  call. All questions were answered. Communication was...read more
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                        Pete, Christine and Maria from PrimeLending have been awesome throughout the whole process. I...  started reaching out to PrimeLending and my Realtor sometime...read more
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                        Hadn't bought a house in over 10 years. A friend recommended Peter Marthaler with Jeremy House and...  The House Team. We had a great experience. Peter made...read more
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                        Pete was the best support you could hope for in the loan process. Talked us through the preapproval...  process. When it came down to finalizing the loan it was...read more
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                        There's a reason they have many 5 stars, they know what they're doing! Jeremy was wonderful and...  kept me informed about the progress on my loan. Who does...read more
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                        Thank you to the House Team for helping me last minute get the mortgage I wanted.  I had worked...  with two other lenders that got me preapproved but not for...read more
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                        Pete was a miracle worker so patient and so thorough . My daughter Jessica and I are thrilled,...  THANK YOU JEREMY HOUSEWHAT AN AMAZING TEAM.read more
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                        Peter and his team are amazing! We started the home buying process a year ago and together came up...  with a plan to purchase a house. One year later, we...read more
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                        Great service. The whole staff goes that extra mile for you.They made it very easy for us as we...  live in a different state. If your looking for a team to get...read more
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                        Buying a house is stressful, but having a dedicated team behind you makes the journey easy. Pete...  with The House Team was AMAZING! We are first time home...read more
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                        Great experience from day one.  I first started the mortgage process while out of state and...  transitioning out of the military.  Pete at the HOUSE Team was...read more
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                        Well, it's moving time which is not always a fun experience. However, it was a real delight working...  with Jeremy and his team. We reached out to Jeremy five...read more
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                        As a real estate agent in the top 1% of production for the state of Arizona, I have a long list of...  mortgage lenders to choose from. Jeremy and the House...read more
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                        I AM SO IMPRESSED! Moving is stressful enough...right! The house team made my loan process SO MUCH...  EASIER! I highly recommend this team! They "held my hand"...read more
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                        I AM SO IMPRESSED! Moving is stressful enough...right!  The house team made my loan process SO MUCH...  EASIER! I highly recommend this team! They "held my...read more
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                        What an experience. No hassles. No delays. Constant updates. The House Team was what we needed. We...  did not look forward to the home lending process. We got...read more
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                        If you're looking for a mortgage team that gets things done regardless of your circumstances that...  is the house team. They got me approved for my first home...read more
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                        I've worked with the House Team several times over the last couple of years. I have nothing but...  great things to say about the team. Pete in particular has...read more
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                        Wow! We can't thank Jeremy and his team enough for guiding us through the process of buying our...  home. He was always willing to help answer all of my first...read more
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                        As first-time home buyers, we were both nervous and naive about the home-buying process.  We wanted...  a broker who was both knowledgeable and caring. We...read more
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